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EDITOR’S NOTE
This has been my first year having the
opportunity to work with Seaswells, so I was much
honored and a bit nervous when I was asked to take
on the responsibility of editor-in-chief. I knew that
it would be a big job, but I also knew that it would
come with new opportunities.
Seaswells first started in 1966, when it was
created “to capture and present the mixed
opinions and literary objectives” of our students.
According to the notes on the title page of that
first issue, Seaswells is “a collection of creative
student expression; those students represented
are consciously or unconsciously interested in the
formation of new patterns; they necessarily have the
ability to group and arrange original and old ideas
into new perspectives, new concepts of thought
and emotion for the enjoyment or criticism of their
contemporaries.”
We have come a long way from 1966 when the
30-page magazine contained only 22 poems, one
essay, eight line drawings, and one pencil sketch.
Today, we have not just poems and art, but also
prose, digital art, and lots of digital and digitally
enhanced photos—plus we have 16 gorgeous pages
of color. What has not changed is that today, we still
hold true to that original mission. It’s truly amazing
to see all the incredible pieces that came to us. It
is our goal to make sure each student’s work is
presented in a way that showcases all of the talent
on this campus.

Each year Seaswells offers its participants the
opportunity to win cash prizes. Every student is
welcome to enter each of the four contests: Barr
Poetry, Seaswells Art, Austin/Garner Prose, and
Seaswells Photography. The contests are open only to
students enrolled during the previous calendar year
at CCGA; entries are judged by a panel selected by
the staff. The thirteen winners are given certificates,
commemorative magnets, and a piece of the $1,000
in prize money, each receiving $50, $75, or $100.
This year we saw a recurring theme with our
submissions: through hard times, we still push
forward. There were many pieces that reminded us
of darker days, times when we went through various
trials. But those works would quickly be followed by
uplifting pieces, reminding us that, no matter how
hard things are, there will always be a brighter day
awaiting us at the end of the darkness. Many artists
reminded us that finding that brighter day requires
our looking up and not down.
This has truly been a great experience, and I am
so happy I could spend time doing this during my last
two semesters here. I would like to thank Tyler Coen
for all that he has done in making this a success and,
of course, Ms. Sharon Bartkovich, because without
her, this couldn’t even be possible. I also want to
thank her for this chance to be a part of such a
wonderful magazine and team! We really hope that
our readers enjoy this issue of Seaswells and continue
to progress in their very own creativity.
Jessica Whittle-Frazier
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Photography
Cover

Low Tide - - -- - -- - -- - -Brianna Ridings
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20 Dirty Art (Computer-enhanced) -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Rainey Gregg
21 	I Think I’m in Love (Computer-enhanced) -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  -- Pamela Westcott
23 	Hiding from the World -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Samantha Barwick
25 Face-off
-  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Pamela Westcott
25 	Little Hands
-  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Christy Brown
27 	High and Dry
-  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Tanya Powell
27 Deadwood
-  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Colbi Tyre
29 	Under the Sea (Computer-enhanced) -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  -- Jeremy Black
30 “This traffic is pawful!” -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Shane Condit
31 	Until Tomorrow -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Brianna Ridings
32 	Caught on a Breeze -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  -- Pamela Westcott
33 Who, Me?
-  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Tyler Coen
34 Stillness Below, Chaos Above -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  -- Rainey Gregg
35 Phone Home
-  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Jeremy Black
35 Aftermath
-  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Tanya Powell
37 	Unarmed
-  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Pamela Westcott
39 	M.I.A.
-  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Jeremy Black
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41 Deep in Thought -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Rainey Gregg
43 	Empty Tracks
-  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Brianna Ridings
43 	Endless Journey -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Justin Gines
45 	Midnight Sun (Computer-enhanced) -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Pamela Westcott
47 “Don’t splash my . . . now look what you did!” - -  - - -  - - -  - -Rainey Gregg
48 Still, Still, Still
-  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Justin Gines
49 A Romp in the Grass - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - -Jeremy Black
50 Follow the Leader -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Jeremy Black
50 Wishful Thinking -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Brianna Ridings
52 	You and Me Country - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - -Pamela Westcott
53 	I Left My Heart . . . -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Justin Gines
55 	Crying Eyes
-  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Jeremy Black
56 	Change of Plans -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Josh Meunier
57 	CCGA in July
-  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Brian McLeod
57 	Grace-full Clouds -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Colbi Tyre
58 	Cold, Colder, Coldest - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - -Tyler Coen
60 	Mirror Image
-  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Jennifer Borland
60 	Ready to Fall
-  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Justin Gines
61 Sunrise’s Glory
-  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Jeremy Black
63 	You’re returning me??? -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  -- Holly Smith
63 	Time for Piano Lessons -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Kaci Coleman
64 	Hello There! (Computer-enhanced) -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Rainey Gregg
66 	Hate It When That Happens -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  -- Pamela Westcott
67 	In the Right Place -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Jeremy Black
68 Pretty in Red (Computer-enhanced) -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Samantha Barwick
69 	On a Whim
-  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Rainey Gregg
70 	Reflecting Guitars (Computer-enhanced) -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  -- Jeremy Black
70 Art and Rock
-  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Shane Condit
72 A Man’s Reach
-  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Justin Gines

Prose
Austin/Garner Prose Contest
10
64
22

First Place
The Ups and Downs of Crushes -  -  --  - Becki Cowatch
Second Place Day in a Daze - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - -Shamara Thomas
Third Place
Journal 11/26/12 -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  -- Matthew Knight

46	Erased by a Wave -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Kimberly Helms
57 	The Storm
-  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Monica Kratz
59 	Crazy?
-  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Mike Ganten
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Art
Seaswells Art Contest
40 First Place
13 Second Place
		
9
Third Place
		

8
26
32
44
48
54
62
71

Softly, Pencil -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  -- Ryan Rodriguez
Recycled as Art, Pencil & colored pencil
-  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Alicia Hurd
Butterfly Warrior, Digital / Photoshop -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Elena Ceballos

Mountain Hideaway, Pencil -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Kandi Shepherd
Maybe, Maybe Not, Pencil -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Danielle Martin
Poof! Digital / Photoshop - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - -Elena Ceballos
Merlin’s Stonehenge, Acrylic on cardboard - - -- - -- - -- - -Holly Smith
Fox Illustration Ideas, Digital / Photoshop -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  -- Olivia Ceballos
I’ll Give You Something to Cry About, Pencil -  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Kandi Shepherd
Who’s the Fairest? Pencil - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - -Ryan Rodriguez
Perfect Harmony, Oil pastel -  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  -  --  - Holly Smith

About The Cover Artist
This year’s cover photographer is Brianna Ridings, a freshman here
at College of Coastal Georgia. She moved to Brunswick from Atlanta to
pursue a degree in middle grades education. After much consideration
over what would be this year’s cover photo, the Seaswells staff just knew
that Brianna’s photo best represented everything we wanted in a cover.
The catamaran gently laid out on a sandy shore was a perfect way to start
this 2013 issue of Seaswells. As a first time participant in our Seaswells
competition, Brianna was thrilled to learn that one of her photos was
chosen for the cover.
Brianna got her start with photography during her tenth grade year
of high school. She said taking pictures began as a hobby for her and her
friends, but it would soon turn into a passion for her. Landscapes and
scenery are her favorite subjects, but she also mentioned that she would
love to get into portraits. When asked what she wanted viewers to gain
from her photos, she explained that there is always more than meets
the eye. Beyond looking at what’s in a photo Brianna takes, she hopes
a viewer looks for a deeper meaning. To others working to make their
photography better, Brianna offers this advice: “Just remember, nothing
is ugly. Everything has beauty” — especially a beach at low tide, empty
except for a Hobie cat.
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BEST OVERALL PHOTO

Peerless

Seaswells Photography Contest

by Jeremy Black

SEASWELLS
Sea sounds — surf — gull cries and sandpipers
Ever near us here — if we but seek
And let the sound and sight inspire.
Sun and shadow, song and sorrow
Wander in the heart — awaiting utterance.
Eagerly the wind supplies the melody
Lest the song be lost, — and we,
Longing for a fragment of the universe,
Sing, — before our voice is swallowed by the wind.
Phyllis Barr
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Mountain Hideaway | Pencil (12” X 18”)
by Kandi Shepherd

An Old Country Home
by Jessica Whittle-Frazier
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Butterfly Warrior

THIRD PLACE

Digital / Photoshop (8” x 16”)

Seaswells Art Contest

by Elena Ceballos

Do, But Don’t
They’ve got ears but they can’t hear, they’ve got eyes but can’t see clear. I believe,
for men at least, that their strongest emotion is fear. Live life to the fullest, you
only have one to live. Sacrifice without question; share all you have to give. Love
like your heart has already been healed; don’t be afraid or ashamed of what you
feel. Cry when you need to, and then laugh it away. Give a sincere compliment
to put a smile on someone’s face. Don’t be afraid; don’t stop trying. NEVER
GROW UP. If life gives you lemons squeeze them into the eyes of the trouble
that did erupt. They’ve got hearts but they act cold, they’ve got emotions but are
not bold. I believe my story is yet to unfold.
Danielle Martin
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FIRST PLACE

The Ups and Downs of Crushes

Austin/Garner Prose Contest

by Becki Cowatch
One of these days, you and I will be side by
side waiting for the elevator to open. And in the
moments that follow, everything will change.
We will say hello and make small talk as if
nothing has happened even though both of us
will be at a loss for words considering . . . well,
you know. When the doors open, you allow me
to enter first. The fact that you are a gentleman
is one of the many things that attracts me to
you. I say a soft “Thank you,” reminding you
that I am a lady, a rarity in today’s society and
one of the things you say you long for. You
catch a small scent of my perfume and for a
moment — just a moment — it makes you wish
you could stand a bit closer. You look down at
your sneakers as you follow me.
I push the button for the second floor and
look at the monthly calendar taped to the wall
in front of me. I frown at the immaturity of the
person who drew devilish ears, eyes, and teeth
on the faces. The doors shut and we are alone.
Everything I want — no, need — to say is sitting
in my throat. I open my mouth and turn enough
to see you watching me. You look down quickly
and raise and lower yourself on your toes.
You do this often, almost as if it is automatic.
You have several adorable habits you likely do
without realizing. Sweet quirks I wish I could tell
you I have noticed and smiled at. Not that I have
watched you. I swallow the words. There isn’t
time. Not in only two floors.
You adjust your stance, switch the hand
your folder is in, and look at the doors. I take a
deep breath and sigh. This ride is taking forever.
And the fact that your cell phone keeps telling
you a new text has come in is driving me crazy.
Without warning, the elevator jolts and snaps
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me out of my thoughts. I step back, take hold of
the bar, and regain my balance.
“You OK?” you ask, suddenly closer than
ever before. Your hand would have touched
my back had it not stopped midair. I fear you
will hear my heart pounding. I smile slightly,
keeping a lock on your amazing blue eyes, and
shake my head yes. You step back and take hold
of the bar. Just in case. And just in time. The
sound of chains being dragged against each
other comes from above us. The elevator jolts
and tips slightly. You stumble a bit. The engine
groans and the elevator stops, creaking for a
few seconds. Then silence. Stuck.
We look at each other. I raise an eyebrow.
You grin and say “Hope you don’t have to pee!”
I laugh, but just a bit, not ready yet to allow you
to reach into my heart once more. That wall,
the one I put up after . . . well, you know . . . is
going to be hard to knock down.
You press the emergency call button. No
answer. You press it again. Still no answer.
You pull your cell phone out of the pocket of
your cargo shorts. The fact that it is still telling
you texts are coming in affirms a connection…
and that you are quite popular. You call the
administration office and give them the 1-800
number on the elevator’s panel. When they call
back, you put the phone on speaker.
Normally, the receptionist says, a master
key would reset the elevator. According to an
operator at the main office who sees everything
through a network, that isn’t the case this
time. Some chains above us have snapped. The
elevator is tilted slightly and jammed. Its doors
are locked tight. The wires inside our panel
have tripped, making the call button useless.

continued

Administration will call the cell phone as things
progress. We may hear someone outside placing
an OUT OF ORDER sign on the doors.
I remove my backpack and place it and my
purse in the corner behind me. We sit at the
same time, you facing the door with your legs
stretched out in front of you, me parallel to it,
close to the front, with my knees raised. Why
hadn’t I taken the stairs like I usually do? I lean
my head back onto the wall. I hadn’t taken the
stairs because I saw you waiting for the elevator
and wanted to be near you . . . if only for a
moment. I close my eyes and sigh. This is going
to be one long, awkward moment.
Your cell phone starts making a racket.
More texts. You read and respond to them,
chuckling at a few. I wonder who they are from.
Family likely. You talk a lot about how close you
all are, how you spend nearly every weekend
hanging out, doing stuff, going places, and
eating lots of delicious food. I am jealous. I have
always wanted a large family that loves to just
be around each other. I want somewhere to
belong. I want someone to belong to. But you
don’t care about my heart. Even if it seemed
you did or might have when . . . you know. Or
is it that you do care but you can’t show it right
now? How much longer do I have to wait until
it’s OK for you to say what you want, for us to
admit to what we feel, and for all our flirtations
and innuendos to be given a chance at being
something legit?
There’s one layer of my wall — bricks of
men who won’t admit a connection because
they fear what society will think. They love my
excitement for the small things, are grateful
for my compassion, and enjoy my cookies.
They are enamored by the fact that I am not
like most women my age and they ask where
I was before they married the wives they are
now divorced from. They tell me I am adorable,
pretty, beautiful even. They make me feel like
something could happen, like I could finally
be accepted and seen for the incredible heart
I have. But — and there is always a but — they
don’t see me as anything more than a friend.
Ever. I am likely to be emotionally buried by the
bricks this realization continues to stack. But I

dare not let the wall they build crumble. Not
again. Not when so many times before I have
been reminded why it was there in the first
place and had to build it once more.
More texts come in. Are they from fellow
females who caught your eye and earned
your attention? Were they fooled too by your
random blurbs about how you adore children
and want a good woman, things you said while
looking directly at me sometimes? Had these
women been marked as someone you wanted
to meet on a dating website you are both
members of as well? Had it made them think
a relationship with you could actually happen?
Had they put thought into it, been looking
forward to the possibilities, and even dreamed
about being with you? Had they felt anything
I felt? The idea that the romantic movie — the
one with you in the leading role, the one that
is constantly playing in my head — will never be
real sets in. More bricks.
It is quiet for some time. No texts. No calls.
And neither of us speak. What would we say
really? There is so much sitting on my heart and
trying to escape my lips. I have a feeling you
have things to say as well. It is very unlike you
to be quiet. But there we are, sitting at a right
angle, my legs now stretched out as well, our
feet a few inches apart, silent and unsure.
Your phone rings. It’s administration. You
put them on speaker. A repairman is coming.
From two hours away. They estimate the work
will take an hour and suggest we do not sit
near the door. The receptionist jokes, like you
did, about hoping neither of us need to pee and
tells us to call if we sense any issues while we
wait. You set the cell phone on the floor by your
leg, look at me, shrug your shoulders, and grin
slightly. A small blush comes over your cheeks.
I move to sit by you, as recommended by the
repair company. I look at you, smile slightly, and
swallow a knot in my throat. The opportunity to
connect is before us. We have to take it, even
considering . . . you know. Today is that day
when you and I will be side by side waiting for
the elevator to open. And in the moments that
follow, everything will change.
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Memories Not Included
To pretend that I am perfect
What a wonderful victory
To not be ashamed of where I come from
Homes that are never the less holes in the ground
A place where I reside that the community demands to be torn down
To pretend that I am human because what the world thinks of me
Somehow makes me believe that I do not belong here
I am not wanted here and I must leave
Because I don’t have the face that belongs on a magazine or a body that belongs to an immensely thin girl
And clothes that would be used to define me in this conniving real world
Witnessing things that no child should ever see
Seeing thirteen year old babies, aborting their own babies
That some monster decided to implant in them
Implant images that will never be erased
Tear streaks that will never disappear from their face
In lonely silent nights of hope
To disappear from this world, to disappear from themselves
Lost innocence
It is hard to cope
With MONSTERS!
Monsters clouding dreams, stealing joy,
stealing peace
Demanding room inside their heads
Inside my head
More monsters
Inside the closet and underneath the bed
Dead, dead, dead
But still towering over the head of my bed
Skeletons in closets
Hiding secrets that don’t belong to me
Skeletons and handprints
Taking over the goodness in me
Skeletons — new friends
YOU becoming your own worst enemy
Skeletons and memories
Taking complete control of what is free
Shamara Thomas

Three Down
by Pamela Westcott
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Recycled as Art
Pencil & colored pencil (12” x 16”)

by Alicia Hurd

SECOND PLACE

Seaswells Art Contest

Pot-bellied Clay | Computer-enhanced
by Megan Nash
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Into the Light
Baby-face
by Samantha Barwick
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by Jeremy Black

FIRST PLACE

Barr Poetry Contest

A Sestina for Jake

by Kimberly Helms
I live in a house with a wonderful dog.
His life is entwined with mine, and we have both grown old.
Unconditionally, I love him as if he is my own child.
Younger than me, but so much older, we adjust
because his grey muzzle ages him, and he knows
every day that passes is a closer end to his life.
He has been with me all of his life.
I brought him home to be my son’s dog
and we are the only family he knows.
He has become more ‘mine’ as he has grown old.
I don’t know how we will ever be able to adjust
when it is his time to go. He is so much like a beloved child.
The vet calls him a senior citizen, but he’s sometimes like a child.
On one day he has so much spunkiness and life
in him; but now, with no need for leashes and collars to adjust,
he plays, and then rests, without the energy of a younger dog.
No more training was needed after he finally grew old,
the house rules and manners he already knows.
A dog is a boy’s best friend as everyone knows,
but his bones have begun to creak like mine, this petted child
I love. He has stiff joints and the calamities of the old.
We look at each other and wonder about life
and how long it will last. I can understand and relate to this dog
who has always had the ability to gracefully adjust.
Living with a wonderful dog requires you to adjust.
He can’t be left with strangers because he grieves. He should know
I could never abandon my precious dog.
He has always comforted and protected me, this pampered child.
He is a part of many special memories. He lives a full good life
even if his days are sleepy and long, because he has grown old.
It is hard for our family to watch this dog grow old.
He and I have learned that slowing down requires both of us to adjust
to less play, less walks, and a slower pace of life.
He has taught me about the unconditional love he knows
instinctively. He has loved us as deeply as any natural child
because he does not realize he is ‘just a dog’.
This sweet one is old and he already knows.
I will struggle to adjust, without my petted child,
when life shall end for my wonderful dog.
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BEST COMPUTER-ENHANCED PHOTO
Seaswells Photography Contest

Shuttered Ruins
by Pamela Westcott

No More
So stopped, there will be no more of us,
All of us that followed me, our entire empire fallen — will they remember?
As a god, was this what I wanted?
Understanding the complexities of this universe, all a waste, a failure — we lose
Collateral damage to disaster, this was never our place anyway.
This is the end of “us,” we DO expire.
Kayla Rutland
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Too Quiet on the Home Front
by Samantha Barwick

Good Hands
In good hands but yet I’m placed on this earth
Stripped and bared of everything I am worth
Creating seas, a nuisance to tease
As I pour out these tears that fill a many of seas
Stripped down to nothing but the nitty-gritty
I show all, everything, I do not accept pity
I stand on the ground, but I float
My mind a troubled sea with a lost sailing boat
I bleed from these veins nothing but acid
My heart wrapped in saran, suffocating in plastic
A shattered mirror, scattered but in place
Screaming at the reflection of my face
This poisonous potion fills my blood
As a sting of silence out my mouth floods

Silence because I am afraid of what to say
Afraid to be honest and do as I may
Silence because that is all that I hear
Words of kindness, “I love you, I clam up with fear”
Silence because that is what I would like in my mind
Silence, so sweet with a sound mind
Silence because I am under construction
Silence because it is the sweetest thing before destruction
Silence because all that I had was destroyed
And all that I have left is chaos to fill this void
Shamara Thomas
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Pleased to Meet You
AFLAC Wannabe
by Megan Nash
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by Jeremy Black

THIRD PLACE

Barr Poetry Contest

Love Is a Golden Eagle

by Bennett Rainey
Love is a golden eagle
	On gilded wings it soars.
Passionate joy flies with it,
And sadness is no more.
Tears are lost forever;
Pain the vanquished foe.
Hope is ever present,
	In unrivaled love we know.
Trust becomes our anchor,
Faith, a stalwart friend;
Peace with the knowledge
	Our love will never end.
Age no longer the enemy,
As on the winds we glide.
Time is but a thermal;
	Its impotence now belied.
To distant horizons we journey,
Across new lands we sail.
Together our love flies freely.
Above the roughest gale.
Fly with me now my love
	On pinions of pure delight.
Bravely fly each wondrous day
And nest with me at night.

Suspended Motion
by Tyler Coen
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Dirty Art | Computer-enhanced
by Rainey Gregg

Beer in My Tear (Poem aka Song Template)
I don’t joke and I don’t jive
I’m not dead cause I’m alive
I like my Johnny’s with number five
And a heart of gold

Old gondolas and shopping carts
Shadows of an old Wal-Mart
Time stands still before it starts
Every single day

You can dance and you can sing
Ignore the things that sorrow brings
Take another listen to the bell that rings
Feel the rain see the clouds

Sweet you run and sweet you walk
Sweet you spit and sweet you talk
Sweet you laugh and sweet you balk
On the pillow case

I wrote a word but it was misunderstood
So I wrote it beneath my hood
I wrote it where the statue stood
Then walked the bridge back home

Picture frames and Great Danes
Vampire bats and aero planes
Some fly high yet some remain
Tied to the ground

Nothing’s the same we all change
Gotta find somebody else to blame
Maybe society or maybe the rain
Anyone but ourselves

I don’t joke and I don’t jive
I’m not dead cause I’m alive
I’m like my Johnny’s with number five
And a heart of gold
Jerry Percy Bradford
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We Met on a Monday
VERSE 1:
We met on a Monday.
We were talking, drawing
And I thought that we’d be friends . . . I thought that we’d be friends
Then we had ice cream on Sunday, we were laughing constantly
But then it had to end, it always has to end
I know that I just met you but I can’t get you off my mind
The simple fact is I’m just thinking of you all the time
CHORUS:
Handsome and artsy stranger
Don’t you realize that I miss you? I miss you!
Handsome and artsy stranger
How badly that I long to kiss you,
	I’d kiss you

I Think I’m in Love
Computer-enhanced
by Pamela Westcott

VERSE 2:
I carry your drawing with me
everywhere I go just so I know
That you exist, that you really exist
You’re not really talking to me so I
just wanna make sure that
You were even real, are you really
real?!
CHORUS:
Handsome and artsy stranger
How I really, really, really miss you. I
miss you!
Artsy handsome stranger
How I really wish that I could kiss
you, I’d kiss you
BRIDGE:
I’m not trying to move too fast, I
know you’re busy
But it seems like you could at least
reach me . . . Please?
CHORUS:
Handsome and artsy stranger
How I really really really miss you
Oh, artsy handsome stranger
How I really really wanna kiss you
*Repeat*
Outro:
We met on a Monday.
We were talking, drawing . . .
And I thought that we’d be friends.
I thought that we’d be friends
Danielle Martin
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THIRD PLACE

Journal 11/26/12

Austin/Garner Prose Contest

by Matthew Knight
There’s a chair in the alcove outside the oncology
unit at the hospital here that faces the outside. None of
the other chairs do. I call it the Life Chair. Maybe that’s
ironic. Time will tell. I haven’t told my family here about
it, mainly because I don’t expect it to make sense. I
was heading upstairs at one point to find a restroom
and saw it, clearly sitting apart from the others that
were lined up against two of the three walls that made
the little indentation. The far wall of the alcove is lined
with windows, the kind that you know are older even
though most modern glass pretty much looks the
same. The Life Chair sits near the right, faded brown
with corduroy ridges and completely facing away
from the workings of the hospital. Outside, there’s
a small island of trees in the center of a roundabout
with a sculpture of a group of children holding hands,
laughing and running.
The first time I saw the chair, I knew its purpose.
I slowly approached it and stood next to it with one
hand resting gently on the back, taken by a deep
respect that came over me in waves. There was an
energy coming from it that reminds me of feng shui; it
was all about the placement. Who sat there last, and
what were they thinking about? How many people
sat there before them? I didn’t sit down. It helped
give me hope to decline the opportunity, but I still felt
somewhat tainted for being there to recognize the
opportunity at all.
I like mythology. Western culture loves Prometheus;
so do I. Finding something to care about so much that
you’re willing to go against even God makes for a good
story. I also like Marduk, and Kumbhkarna. But I’m not
power-hungry — I have to say that or I’ll catch hell from
a friend. I’ll probably catch it no matter what. I like him
for that, but he probably doesn’t know it. I try not to
let people get too close. I’ve heard that mythology is
the mirror which makes it possible for the ego to see
itself, that it’s how we can see that those who came
before us went through all the same things and often
attempted to provide an explanation of how they made
it through them. I hope he knows that I’m trying.
I thought about ending it all pretty recently. There

was this phase I went through for weeks beforehand
where I honestly didn’t realize I was thinking about it.
It showed itself in pieces in different situations, not all
at once, like it knew it was too powerful of an idea to
reveal itself right away and still be accepted. Sometimes
you understand something before you’re aware of it.
I make it sound like I’ve never tried. I did, a few years
ago. I barely remember, but I do remember parts, like
the brief period right after they pumped all the broken
capsules out of my stomach when the doctor told me
that I should have died, and I got so angry that I ripped
the IV out of my arm and started flipping things in the
ER while flinging blood everywhere. I had red stains all
over my jeans and socks for half of the two weeks that
I was in the ward after that. No one wanted to try to
convince me to change clothes, and I didn’t for a week
until I came back to reality and realized what I’d done.
And then when I got out, D intervened and helped
me stay sober for a while, until some months later
she couldn’t keep it together anymore and shot her
son and then herself. I stayed sober for a while after
that, until I really started to deal with it. I remember
hearing the people she’d spent all her time helping
talking about her after it happened, and I’ve seen
the comments that people left about her around the
internet. Everyone misses her son. I have a constant,
nagging fear that I’m the only person who misses her.
I’d gone to the restroom at the hospital because
my mom had been talking to my grandmother and
had begun to speak with that increasing pace that
signals anxiety and a desire to avoid saying something
important, so I decided to do what I’m good at —
namely, mischief — and leave the two alone. That way,
she’d have much less of a chance to pull that stunt and
more of a chance to be honest without anyone besides
a dying woman knowing. Obviously, I don’t know if
it worked. I like to think that as soon as I left, they
poured their hearts out. The day before that, I’d finally
managed to secure a very short period of time alone
with my grandmother in her room, so I rushed my two
burning questions while I had the chance. Well, first I
apologized for being selfish and talking about myself at
continued
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a time like that. She said it was alright, with that smile
that I still can’t personally duplicate. The first question
was, “How much crazy runs in our family?” No one
will talk to me about it. She had that answer prepared
because she’d already been planning to tell me. And
thanks to her, I know it’s not just me, although I also
know that the day may come when I lose it and never
get it back, like the others that no one will speak
of. The second question was, “How do you stay so
strong?” She didn’t have that answer prepared. After
quickly regaining herself, she said it was the good Lord.
She has a lot of bibles in her house, so I accepted that
without prying. Then I thanked her for her strength
with my head high and without shedding a tear, and
I told her I loved her. I’m not a big fan of religion. She
doesn’t seem like the type to be, either. Regardless,
the next day I wasn’t about to let my mother get away
from her responsibility to help make sure the woman
could be at peace with her maker.
I’m not saying I plan to, but if I were to decide
again to end it, I’d make it interesting — none of
that boring, pitiful junk. I’d use something loud and
powerful, and I’d stop at a red light with my windows
down in the middle of a really busy intersection and
sit there after the light turned green, until the people
behind me started honking. That seems like the perfect
time because it would send a wakeup call. I think that’s
what’s wrong with most art these days.
Soon I’ll be heading back to the college to deal
with the overwhelming lack of purpose. So many

people there love to complain because sometimes
they don’t get what they want. I’ve had to stop myself
a number of times from grabbing one of them and
asking them what do they want. Really. Just shake
them and scream: why the hell are you here? Before
I went to rehab, I used to sit in front of my turtle
tank day after day and watch Kurt, especially when
he would bask. I was drunk every day from morning
to night by that point. Basking turtles look like falling
skydivers with their limbs stretched out and upward,
and they often raise their heads all the way up toward
their heat source with their eyes closed, like they’re
meditating. They’ll stay perfectly still for long periods
of time, and they’ll breathe slowly and rhythmically.
Those moments saved my life. I can’t find a way to
prove to my friend that they really do exist and that
I’m sane in that regard. I’ll keep trying. He’s impatient
with explanations, but I like that too because if you
can’t explain it simply, you probably aren’t explaining
it correctly. Even the most complex ideas are only a
collection of simple ones.
I don’t think I make much sense lately. I’m not
even sure if there’s a connection between all these
things. It feels like there is. I’m afraid of losing it and
people thinking that in my last productive days, I was
still depressed rather than overwhelmingly inspired. I
guess I’m saying that I find it hard to be mad at people
anymore. Unless they give up, anyway. Then I get
pissed.
I wonder about that chair.

Hiding from
the World
by Samantha Barwick
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SECOND PLACE
Barr Poetry Contest

My Southern Childhood

by Hannah Carmichael

I’m from southern accents and fried chicken,
From a place where we like our tea cold and sweet,
Greens are not colors but food,
And kindness is contagious,
That is where I’m from.
I’m from Church on Sundays and Wednesday nights,
From family dinners around the table
And baking in the kitchen.
From Doodad’s to Chocolate Chip Cookies,
And recipes passed down,
That is where I’m from
I’m from the “Home of the Dawgs”
And colors of red, black and white,
Where the Dawgs and Gators battle in a good ole’ southern rivalry
And houses are divided,
That is where I’m from.
I’m from rocking chairs and front porch swings,
From flip flops and sand gnats,
Peach and Pecan trees,
Fireflies and Mason jars,
And warm Summer nights under the moon,
That is where I’m from.
I’m from the Ocean Air,
From sand between my toes and wind blowing through my hair,
From seashells and drip sand castles,
From bocce balls to 4 square,
Swimsuits and sunscreen by the gallon,
That is where I’m from.
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Little Hands
by Christy Brown

Face-off
by Pamela Westcott
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Song of the Boastful Fool
I want to be legendary,
To be the very definition and embodiment of a free and enduring spirit,
To say, do and feel what some others can’t or won’t,
To be a witness, observer and participant in the events that change the world.
I want to be legendary,
Not some passer-by or also-ran.
Not a footnote or pebble in the path of someone else’s destiny,
Not the wallflower, the shadow or the serpent.
I want to be legendary,
Whether you deem me your hero or villain,
Whether you call me friend or enemy,
Whether my words enlighten or corrupt you.
I want to be legendary,
So when I speak, you know my
words,
So when I arrive, you know I was
there,
So you know that I’ve made a
difference; an impact.
I want to be legendary,
To live a little while longer after my
last mortal breath is taken,
To have my books, blogs, and
memes to be preserved
throughout time,
To have my name whispered among
the greats.
But I am simply a fool, a daydreamer,
A fool just like you.
Mike Ganten
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Maybe, Maybe Not
Pencil (16” X 20”)
by Danielle Martin

High and Dry
Lost in the Spaces

by Tanya Powell

They see me like I’m not even there.
Like I’m just another head in a sea of faces.
And I’ll admit that I’ve become scared.
Have I become just another blank canvas?
I was lost in the pages.
Lost in the words.
Lost in the days and weeks of this world.
So I feel it come over me as my eyes start
to close.
I’ll drown in the black.
And kiss the thorn on the rose.
James Marston

Deadwood
by Colbi Tyre
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BEST COLOR PHOTO

Seaswells Photography Contest

Why I Live Here

by Rainey Gregg
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Man of the Sea
I looked out toward the ocean
I looked out toward the sea
I looked out toward the old estuary bed
And saw nothing other than me
Oh Lord!
I saw nothing other than me!

That hand then reached and grabbed me
Grabbed me with the strength of a bull
And I’m stranded here in this watery grave
With both my lungs full
Oh Lord!
Both my lungs full!

They tried to tell me it was my reflection
I said oh no that’s the real me
He’s been stranded there in that watery grave
Somebody better set him free
Oh Lord!
Somebody better set him free!

So now I’m down here livin’
Livin’ with the fishes in the sea
I see another man approaching
Don’t he look just like me
Oh Lord!
Don’t he look just like me!

I jumped into the ocean
My toes felt watery sand
I reached for my reflection
And I pulled out a dead man’s hand
Oh Lord!
I pulled out a dead man’s hand!

So there is a lesson
Lying here in the text
You’d better heed what others tell you
Or else you’ll wind up next
Oh Lord!
Or else you will wind up next!
Jerry Percy Bradford

Under the Sea | Computer-enhanced
by Jeremy Black
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Island Runaways
Let’s leave behind our objects
and all the things that tie us down
and forget about our every worry
so we can finally get out of this town.
Let’s forget the troubles we have had
and every bill we owe
and take off for a new start
with only essentials in tow.
Let’s finally think about ourselves
and what we want out of our years
and be strong enough in our own abilities
to set aside our fears.
Let’s find an island somewhere
off the coast of dreams and fantasies
where we make the rules up as we go
and do everything just as we please.
Let’s build a home out of nature
so it’s strong and sturdy against its own
and hidden from the many creatures
that, at night, begin to roam.
Let’s dig for stones and gems
with which we’ll make various tools
but save the lovely, sparkly ones
for necklaces, charms, and jewels.
Let’s call each other “King” and “Queen”
and pretend we rule the land
and that every part of this environment
bows only to our command.

Let’s search for trees that grow fresh fruits
and clean water from a brook
and gather logs to build a fire
so that we can actually cook.
Let’s wade into the crystal waters
and spear the fish we’ll eat
using baked clay dishes I made myself
under the blazing high sun’s heat.
Let’s admire the volcano
but keep our distance just the same
and laugh on how non-existent natives say
we are part of their sacrificial game.
Let’s bathe under a waterfall
using aloe and spices to wash dirt away
and dry naked atop large slate rocks
that have been warmed throughout the day.
Let’s make love as if there is no tomorrow
and fall asleep in satisfied embraces
so we can wake to a bright new morning
and see promise on each other’s faces.
Let’s start a whole new world
with people who love and care and give
who know nothing of worldly obsessions
and adore the life they live.
Let’s do it now before it’s too late,
before we get sucked down by this world too.
Pack a bag and say good-bye.
I’d be willing. Would you?
Becki Cowatch

“This traffic is pawful!”
by Shane Condit
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Until Tomorrow
by Brianna Ridings

The Docks
“In those days every shrimper was the
wealthy elite,” he says
Looking into the distance,
Eyes resting on something far away,
I hear him but say nothing
Putting all my concentration into navigating
The balance beam before me.
Is my silence rudeness?
In all honesty, yes, because I truly don’t care
How it used to be
Glorious, shining
The antithesis to this current dock,
With its sickly smells,
And legless blue crabs,
Who met their death in the shrimper’s nets,
And were merely left to bake in the sun.

Disgusting to my nose and eyes,
And hard to connect in my mind
To beer-battered shrimp
Coated and fried in seasoned goodness.
But the shrimper is still staring out to sea,
And doesn’t notice my wrinkled nose,
And cannot feel the nausea in my belly,
So he approves of my silence,
Thinking me respectful of something I know
nothing about.
I watch the men
With their thick rubber boots,
And sunburned arms,
As they beat themselves down
For no reward,
Save a life on the sea.
Jennifer Borland
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Poof! | Digital / Photoshop (8” X 16”)
by Elena Ceballos

Caught on a Breeze
by Pamela Westcott
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7/26/12
Is it love in general
that makes these
volatile moves?
Discourse moves with
us and between us.
Heavy burdens make
heavy hearts and our
only lights dim with
one another. Lonely
in moments, but
never alone. The dust
of these days makes
us abrasive some
hours. Frustrations to
filter like glass thru
the finest shifter of
sands. Time ticks
against us and runs
from the moment we
had before it.
Amanda Bettner

Who, Me?
by Tyler Coen

Sonnet
I write the sonnet ‘cause I’m serious,
Bringing some, the shock factor and surprise,
From a romantic brewing in disguise,
With love that might be quite delirious,
And the suaveness of James Tiberius,
The flaxen-haired maiden with azul eyes,
Is perhaps what you say could be my prize?
I’ll strike down whatever your theory was,
For I write for a young Yeats’ Crazy Jane,
Before the dried veins and sagging bosom,
She seizes the sunshine, makes it her own,
Am I sure that I want to ride this train,
For it may be a daunting task for some,
For as she spins, the world turns with her gown.
Mike Ganten
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Jekyll the Beautiful

Stillness Below, Chaos Above
by Rainey Gregg

Just over the bridge
Not too many kids
Coffee colored tides
Where the dolphins ride
Oyster shells and Whelk
Laying around the tide’s shelf
No condos
The tide that rolls
Nice view
Just me and you
Freedom in the breeze
Shirts with cut-off sleeves
Memories of children and pails
Over yonder the sea gull wails
Bikini tops
And muddy drop offs
And slight rip tides
Where the jellyfish ride
Henrietta is here to see it
She’s been doing wrong
But it’s good to be by her side
For this little ride
Old friends changing fast
Gotta wonder if there changes will
last
But it doesn’t matter now
I don’t miss the Florida sea cow
Yes, the water is warm
And this way comes an approaching
storm
Better run and take cover
If you’re a tourist riding in a hummer
But if you’re local
You know the deal
The storm will pass quickly
So now the beach is ours alone
Together, fortunately
Jerry Percy Bradford
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The Sea Monster
How is it you venture near our shores, from
Oceans long before Adam?
Resident of ancient tides,
Should it be precise to label you a ghost,
Even though the hardness of your shell insists
the opposite?
Surely the eyes of the Creator have not
overlooked your form.
He held you in the His looking glass,
Only to find further change unnecessary.
Evolving continuously, He has, the life around
you, but
Calls you one of His perfect creatures.
Remain forever unchanging,
Always providing us a link,
Between the primordial and present.
Mike Ganten

Phone Home
Aftermath

by Jeremy Black

by Tanya Powell
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Cinderella
See I was five years old when I thought I knew
it all
I had the world in the center in the palm of my
hand and
Everything that you thought of I could already
understand
I knew what was right and what was wrong
And how to twist everything and make all the
rights wrong
You couldn’t tell me nothing
In one ear and out the other
More Mature than my mother, a mother to my
own brother
No father needed, he was never there
But what can you tell your five year old daughter
who already doesn’t care?
No attention needed, if it was I didn’t know
And I was numb from the start so my feelings I
didn’t show
Tears in my eyes?
Nope, I didn’t cry
And you can do as you please and I would never
ask why
You see I grew up alone in a home
Inattentively grown
With a mother physically present but never
mentally home
And a house filled with an army of men
From navy seals, crack alleys, street corners, and
bands
You name it, we had it
She loved it; she would give it
She can’t
Lend herself
To her own children in need of help or
Finish what she started
She birthed me but now she’s cold-hearted
Funny how I thought I had no feelings
And how a void had begin to form that has yet
to be filled in and
I began to think about this mother daughter
connection
I’ve read it in books but I’ve never felt her
affection
Filling gaps and gaps of spaces
Over the years that have passed filled with
snotty nose faces —
I wished to be a part of mommy’s world

I longed to be mommy’s little girl
I am now what mommy’s friends want her to
be
I am now mommy when her older male friends
look at me . . .
You see this tough interior that I thought I had
I should have known that this feeling would
never last
See we can walk around tall, big, buff, and bold
Sit on top of the world, but inside of our hands
we hold . . .
Nothing
Palms up
Stretched out
And I thought I knew everything but now
There IS some doubt
I thought I knew
What gentle touches were like
What kisses were like
What caresses were like
But only if they were coming from my mother
And if somehow I was made to give to my
brother
But not with tongues shoved down my throat
Eyes rolling back fingertips at my throat
Oxygen deprived I cannot breathe
Screaming in my head
My kicking legs plead
Small fingers grasp air mother you’re not there
But I can see your silhouette as an onlooker you
just stare
Fingertips release to the floor I fall
These tears I held for so long now they began to
fall
Run to my side telepathic thoughts please come
save me
But no mommy only needs this one thing from
her baby
And I don’t know what to think
And I don’t know how to deal
And I thought I was so numb but now this
numbness I can fell
And I can’t think I
Become a little girl
I crawl up in a ball and I enter my own world
And I think of butterflies and trees and Heaven
And death even though I am only at the age of
seven
continued
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Fire trickles at the side of my cheek
Demands for entrance to fill oral cavities
Threats to mark, scar, and burn my face
Piercing my soul
Manhood is replaced
Elastic is ripped from my snow white panties
To never be replaced with perfect whiteness
Because of someone else’s odd fantasy
Taken away —
One, two, I hold my breath
Three, four, I release everything else that was left
Death
Doesn’t come soon enough, can’t come quick
enough,
HE can’t come quick enough and enough never
becomes enough
But what is enough anyway?
I just hope that he understands that his little
demands
For me to become a grown women in his hands
Has left me a seven-year-old girl
Trapped in a 21-year-old’s body
Lost in seven-year-old’s world
I hope his wife knows
I know my mother surely knew
I hope his baby girl never knows
I mean what type of man are you?
Cinderella, Cinderella
I still need to get myself together
But my reflection in the mirror still hasn’t got any
better
Really all I can do is shake my head
Because I know the next time I see this monster
he’s dead
Is what I would like to tell myself
But my heart
Is somehow better than myself
I hope another little girl or woman never hurt
like I do
I hope all of their Cinderella fantasies and fairy
tales all come true
I hope my own Cinderella that I still have inside
Is enough to heal and free the seven year old
little girl that subsides
Inside
Of a true Cinderella

Unarmed
by Pamela Westcott

Shamara Thomas
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BEST BLACK & WHITE PHOTO
Seaswells Photography Contest

Uprising
by Samantha Barwick
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Stepping Feet
Stepping feet like a marching band,
Divides the line between beast and man,
Their toes to hooves, our ships from canoes,
Define the belief that four is less than two.
Because two feet give way to the hands and
thumbs,
Allow our feet to march, while we beat our
drums.
And wonderful minds wonder just to what
end,
Will our feet move and what our hands will
mend.
So let us say a prayer, tonight,
That we will always play that song,
While marching up and down these stairs.
Boots that battle, tennis shoes that run,
One to and one from the sound of a gun.
Be it war or a sport, still it’s all a race,
But feet can only follow what saith the face.
And the face only goes where the feet do
take,
So the laps turn on for a claim to stake.
But the prize is only known as our hearts
beget,
And weary grow tired through each passing
step.
So as the race winds down tonight,
Let us catch our brothers in our arms,
As we’re all tripping up and down these stairs.
Running from the Devil to a lover’s arms,
Running from God when the locusts swarm,
Marching proud up and down these trapridden hills,
Through the valleys and shadows, and the
happy mine fields,
Walking through the alleys of these crowded
streets,
Until the soles of our shoes wear to our feet,
We’ll get frayed, slayed, paid, laid then made,
And know that stepping feet are going to find their way.

M.I.A.
by Jeremy Black

But when we settle down tonight,
Let’s take heed to the little ones,
Because they’re creeping up and down these stairs.
Mike Ganten
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Seaswells Art Contest

Softly
Pencil (12” x 9”)

by Ryan
Rodriquez
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Deep in Thought
by Rainey Gregg

The Iron Wall
Housed in layers that seem iron thick,
Four chambers make the whole of it.
Trying to reach it seems unreal,
Due to the wall’s imposing build.
Piercing it would take a javelin of unconditional love,
like the kind shown by the One Who Sits Most High in the Heavens above.
Jason C. Carpenter
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Born at the End of the World
My first breath fills my lungs with smoke and soot.
My first sounds drowned out by the winding stormy air.
Ceaseless winter's cold is the first to greet my skin,
But no morning sun there to meet my eyes.
Born at the end of the world,
With a shotgun and a knife in my hand.
Innocence lost before it is even given.
They tell me to fight before I can even stand.
I lie in a basinet of mortar and rubble,
Where a woman's bleeding arms have laid me down.
They call me a tragic child born into discord,
But to me, I'm in the safest place I know of.
Now, I walk these first footsteps across broken glass.
Sometimes the rain is wet, and sometimes it burns.
And sometimes alone I'll play through the ashes of the old land,
That was once here, but now is not.  
Born at the end of the world,
So I don't know what is "was" or what's meant to be.
They drone on and on about something called a "future,"
But how can I fix what they've left for me?
Mike Ganten

9/13/12
Unbiased hands and
misshapen faces
welcome me without a
word. Walk freely and
carry no weight. Hands
outstretched and a
broad smile draw me
near. Carry me close.
But keep me distant.
Walk softly with me
on your shoulders, but
please leave no trail. A
path found would be
defining . . . Don’t let
them know.
Hide me still
Amanda Bettner

Peace of Mind
The pain that comes through me is an open wound;
a wound that bleeds out from my spirit.
My eyes have fallen into a deep sleep.
As my spirit leaves, my body weeps.
The mind which dwells in my brain is now in my spirit.
Visions which I receive play back in my mind and spirit alike.
Though it’s an old spirit, it shares a body with a boy.
This boy is the only hindrance to my spirit’s peace of mind.
Two figures would intertwine into this evasive vine.
Not even the finest of grapes will provide wine.
All I want is peace of mind.
William Mitchell
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Empty Tracks
by Brianna Ridings

Endless Journey
by Justin Gines
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Give (The Sorceress and the Space Cadet)
I was born a space cadet dreaming.
Through the stars I made my way,
Until she shined her light from Mother Earth.
She’s in love with superstitions,
And magic from the wand she waves,
Pretty spells that complicate my mind.
She conjures walls around her heart,
With a pain that lets no one in.
She offers no more than she is willing to give.
But I’ve got a plan here brewing.
The turbines turning in my head,
When and how I’ll ride that rocket in.

I’m not much for competition,
But the princes come from all around,
From the earth, sky, sea, and in the ground.
But she hopes for something out there,
Above the sand and trees and clouds,
To a star, the sighs then cries aloud.
I crashed to earth and here I find,
That I was from that star that she wished
on that night.

I’m going to give just, a little more,
To no longer have anyone waiting.
Got to show I’m not like, those other ones.

And I’ve got to give just, a little more,
To no longer have anyone waiting.
I’ve got to show I’m not like, those other ones.

And when I have just enough to make it work,
Rest assured, I’ll know what to be saying.
And take her to the ends of, the universe.

And when I have just enough to make it work,
Rest assured, I’ll know what to be saying.
And take her to the ends of, the universe.
Mike Ganten

Merlin’s Stonehenge | Acrylic on Cardboard (16” X 20”)
by Holly Smith
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Midnight Sun | Computer-enhanced
by Pamela Westcott
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Erased by a Wave
by Kimberly Helms
It was a memorable weekend, though it was
not meant to be. A moment of rest was needed
and a friend’s beach house was the solution. The
little shack rested on the beach grasses away
from all the hotels and bustling business that the
beachfront provided. Trading my city apartment
and a weekend of shopping seemed like the perfect
trade to my friend who knew the weather was
going to be poor anyway. I needed nothing more
than a bed, food and a quiet place to regain my
sanity. The rainy weather meant very little to me
considering that bad weather to others insured
more peace and quiet for me when the beach was
deserted.
Tensions began to erase with the smell of
the sea and the voice of the surf so constant and
welcoming as I travelled the ocean road with the
windows wide open and the salty, damp air drifting
into the cobwebs of my mind. Something about
the uniformity and regularity of the waves swept
away my frazzled nerves like the seaweed being
swept back into the sea from the sandy shores. The
drive to the beach house was calming and with no
more than a backpack and a bag of food, I was
giddy to return to my own personal asylum.
This was my lucky weekend. A forecast of rain,
thunderstorms, and potentially closed beaches
was all that was needed to run away the tanned,
sun-loving folks who crowded with beach towels,
gigantic umbrellas, and noisy children in tow. As
the stream of cars passed me on the opposite side
of the road, I counted down the moments until I
could be alone, with nothing more than the sand
under my bare feet and the salty sprays of water
clinging to my face.
The beach house was nothing more than a
shabby single-roomed structure that would have
little if no value except that it was right on the
beach and had a million dollar view to go with its
pricy tag. It was the kind of place the community
wanted to see torn down and replaced with hotels
and condos or the kind of place that you might
think abandoned or used as a film prop for a
movie about castaways. It was a forgettable place,
constantly battered by the steady assault that the
ocean forced it to endure on a daily and nightly
basis.
The inside of the bungalow was homey and
lived in and the basic creature comforts were

not neglected. Electricity and running water was
provided mainly for the occasional weekend tenants
who helped the owner pay for the luxury of living
so close to a natural paradise. Hidden away from
the public eye, it was the perfect combination of
rustic comfort that never failed to elicit a sigh of
relief or a breath of freedom whenever I could
retreat to its shabby invisibility.
Everything seemed slightly reversed and
subdued as I approached the beach at low tide
when I arrived in the late afternoon. The water
seemed to be gathered in the darkening sky rather
than to be centered in the foamy surf, leaving an
oddly clean slate on the beach and an impression
of confusion in the sky. I wondered whether I
appeared the same way, calm on the outside, with
uncertainty and tension gathered on the inside,
waiting for a chance to break free. Dropping to
the ground, like drops of rain beginning to fall, my
tears of relief mixed with the salty rain and began
to clean my own slate of strain and stress that had
built up since my last opportunity for this restoration
and renewal.
Isolation, when unenforced and welcomed,
can be liberating and while a stormy, solitary beach
can be fearful for some, to others its seclusion is
refreshing and enticing. Without a soul for miles,
I strolled the beachfront and waited for the tide to
turn and quicken its pace. Returning to the beach
house, I patiently waited for the tide to begin its
rise and swell knowing that it would peak in a few
hours. As I waited, I slept on the open deck never
fearing the coming storm or the prediction for
rough seas. The everlasting waves and the rumble
of thunder in the distance held no terror for me as
their sounds swept away the last of my lethargy and
restored the energy I so desperately needed. How
others might ride the storm out had no appeal to
me as I clung to the deck watching the storm arrive
with waves like claws, reaching and grabbing the
sand that was recently laid bare.
The full moon, hidden beneath the storm, may
have contributed to the lunacy of standing in the
squalls of rain and gusts of wind, but nothing would
stop me from completing the healing cycle that
would come from enduring the tempest.
The turbulence, invigorating and malevolent,
came closer and closer and lit up the sky sweeping
away the old and unused and leaving shells and
continued
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driftwood in its place. The little bungalow, used to
such harsh treatment, welcomed me again for rest;
and with the roar of the waves and the rumble of
the storm, I slept the sleep of children once more.
With the morning light and treasures left on
the sand as gifts to appease the sun-soakers and as

sure as the morning light, the sun-lovers returned
with their umbrellas and towels. Rejuvenated
and recharged by the release of the storm, with
exhaustion erased and energy restored, I looked
back into the rearview, refreshed and ready to
return to reality.

“Don’t splash my . . . now look what you did!”
by Rainey Gregg
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Still, Still, Still
by Justin Gines

Fox Illustration Ideas | Digital / Photoshop (9” X 15”)
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by Olivia Ceballos

A Romp in the Grass
by Jeremy Black

Grass
“Guess what?” I say,
Watching the melted popsicle ooze
Down her fingers.
“What?” she says,
Licking it off.
“Mr. Buck drowned his puppies.”
She looks at me
Disgusted
And shakes her head.
“I wish you hadn’t told me that,” she says,
Flinging her popsicle stick into the grass.
Then, sounding more like my mother with every word,
“You’re not supposed to speak ill of the dead, you know.”
I am annoyed into silence.
“I didn’t say he was a bad man for doing it,” I point out.
“I was just telling you.
I meant to tell you before.
I forgot.”
She is quiet for a minute,
Laying back,
Blonde hair fanned out
Like corn silk.
I pick up a blade of grass and examine it
Carefully.
(Tommy Pringle can whistle with a blade of grass.)
I put the blade to my lips and blow
Producing no sound other than air.
It is hot,
And sweat beads along my skin.
I poke at it with the grass.

“The cream colored puppies?” she asks,
And I jump . . .
Having forgotten she was there.
“Yeah,” I say
Remembering tiny wet tongues and soft fur.
She shudders
“I wonder if he went to Hell,” she says,
And I cringe.
“I hope not,” I say, truthfully.
“I don’t think puppies have souls,” she says,
Contemplatively.
“But it was still murder.”
“Mr. Holmes chops the heads off of his fish before
they are dead,” I say,
Not convinced of her declaration of murder.
“But those are fish,” she says,
“Not puppies . . .
And maybe he is going to Hell, too.”
I stand abruptly and run across the yard,
Having heard enough about Hell.
“I hope their mama bit him,”
She hollers after me,
As I race across the grass.
Jennifer Borland
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Wishful Thinking
by Brianna Ridings

Life’s a Beach
Birds rise on spiraling currents
Of air in the sapphire sky;
My heart sinks into a dark place.
Children’s voices are heard as they splash
about
In the crashing waves; seagulls laugh,
My heart cries without being heard.
Sea oats undulate in the
Warm ocean breeze,
Friends laugh as they share secrets;
This pain is stored in the black abyss,
With no one to tell.
Soul mates walk freely hand in hand
In their own quite solitude;
Tears are the only thing that
Can escape this soul.
Pamela A. Westcott

Follow the Leader
by Jeremy Black
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Crossing the Causeway
Cross over the causeway to isles in the sun
While a chorus of birds proclaim the day come,
“Enter . . . ” they welcome, “for warmth is so near.”
This entrance to heaven gathers aged ones here.
Timeless and peaceful to the pace of a wave,
While seasons blend and time crawls away.
Healing and warmth into ancient bones seep,
Restoring, renewing in a pleasurable sleep.
Ancient turtles and crabs swim alone
While trails are left through the glimmering foam.
Birds that migrate or dive through the tides,
Wading and mixing on the beaches they fly.
Creatures leave shells and treasures to enchant
While grasping the island and disappearing again.
“Stay with us and forget the pleasures of youth.
This island is timeless, a place to renew.”
The tropical breezes hint of saltiest lime
While the whisper of waves mark the passage of time.
Ripe fruits in the air and citrusy smells,
The ocean breathes where restless souls dwell.
Sweep and ripple o’er the water as a hand
While stars gather memories and mate with the sand.
Butterscotch sunsets hide in moss and tall grasses,
Darkness descends on the swampy marshes.
The night creatures lull them into peaceful sleep
While the moon casts reflections over the deep.
Darkness and death no longer feel cold,
Golden nectar heats the sands made of gold.
Never go back across the causeway so near
Dance with your friends and gather loved ones here.
Paradise waits near the glistening tide
The entrance to heaven is on the other side.
Kimberly Helms
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You and Me Country
by Pamela Westcott

Well, Well, Well
Well I’m so thirsty I could die and I’m so lonesome I could cry
No God above or no man below can keep me from feeling low
Well, in your dreams I hear you speak about all kinds of crazy things
I wonder if any of those things are me
Got some tea, it isn’t sweet, I need a little sugar to make it complete
Life without you is just so . . . ohhh
Ohh ohh ohh babe, aw honey
I said, I got my tea but it isn’t sweet, need a little of your sugar to make it complete
Oh how I’m missing you
Something about that simple smile
Or that depth I feel when I’m lost in your eyes
I’m not sure it will ever work out but I was enjoying being pals
I was fine with that
Well I’m so thirsty I could die and I’m so lonesome I could cry
No man above or no god below can slip me off this road I’m on
Well, well, well
Danielle Martin
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It’s a Long Way to Go (Poem aka Song Template)
It’s a long way to go
Out to San Francisco bay
When you got a mind full of trouble
And a face full of pepper spray
It’s a long way to go
Fancy people strolling in
The business man’s been workin’ double
Wonder what’s behind his grin
Ten to one says it’s trouble
And it’s a long way to go

His mind died last night
It was tired of sifting through the rubble
But it might be back tonight
So long as he can forget trouble
And it’s a long way to go

It’s a long way to go
Out to San Francisco bay
When you got a mind full of trouble
And a face full of pepper spray
It’s a long way to go

It’s a long way to go
Out to San Francisco bay
When you’ve got a mind full of trouble
And a face full of pepper spray
Yes it’s a long way to go

President going from town to town
Trying to turn people’s frowns upside down
His advisers have put him in a bubble
But when the bubble bursts there’ll be trouble
Cause it’s a long way to go

Miss Label came out last night
And boys she was as high as the Hubble
She had a hand full of grease and a mind full of fright
All brought on by trouble
And it’s a long way to go

It’s a long way to go
Out to San Francisco bay
When you’ve got a mind full of trouble
And a face full of pepper spray
It’s a long way to go

It’s a long way to go
Out to San Francisco Bay
When you’ve got a mind full of trouble
And a face full of pepper spray
Yes, it’s a long way to go
Jerry Percy Bradford

I Left My Heart . . .
by Justin Gines
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Argument
You’re a pretty good boy otherwise, but you need to LEARN RESPECT!
Don’t fight those who tell you what to do, just DO IT.
Don’t go out on friday nights when you’re needed at HOME.
Do as I SAY, not as I DO.
Words of wisdom?
How should I know, I’m still just a boy in her eyes . . .
I’m old enough to die in war . . .
I’m old enough to vote.
I’m old enough to drive a car, and poor enough I ride a bike.
I’m old enough to smoke.
I’m not old enough to drink,
But I can buy a Playboy at the nearest drug store.
They teach me at school that
everyone’s equal,
And at home they used to talk behind
their hands about the negros,
And those homosexuals . . . well did
you know they want to marry?!
Now I can’t pretend to know a lot . . . I
can’t pretend I’ve seen it all . . .
But I know the right when I see it . . .
even a child can tell it to you.
It’s only adults who make the decisions
to discriminate.
It’s only adults who teach their children
about hate.
It’s only adults who murder, and rape,
and cheat one another for money,
power, and pleasure . . .
I’d rather stay a child than become
blinded by my own pithy sayings
and excuses.
Jeffrey S. Todd
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I’ll Give You Something to Cry About
Pencil (11” X 8”)
by Kandi Shepherd

Crying Eyes
by Jeremy Black

Sometimes She Does
I think it’s wise to worry. Better to prepare yourself to fall than just to trip right in unprepared
for how the descent will feel. Evil woes and warring thoughts paint brutal scars on heart
walls. Just bind my arms and grit your teeth. I never allow myself long to wander away from
the smile that hides most. I don’t even lose myself in my dreams anymore. Even asleep I’m
in the same place I was awake. I need an embrace. I need a grip around me that chases
troubles away. I need your moments. I ask too much. I ask for everything and whatever is left
after that. I’m selfish. I’m needy. Sometimes I just get stuck in dark places that only look like
a passing shadow from the outside. Shake me free. I feel like an idiot because I just want to
say, please hold me. I ask too much . . . . I don’t want to need anything. I don’t want to want
anything. I don’t want to drive you away because sometimes I need too much. I would rather
never feel like I’m just an idiot who is overly emotional and does nothing but mope. I just get
overwhelmed sometimes. I’m human. I need a foil in those times too. I need to be held. I
need to be held closer when I’m exhausted by whatever the world is having me endure. But, I
don’t want to ask. I feel like a burden when I ask. I ask too much . . . . I’m sure I’m just weary.
I’m sure I’ll be fine. But in this moment I’d just like to be close. But, that’s because, well, I ask
too much.
Days and nights of darkness make us drawn to the light of the better times in between. Hope
is a fine coward, who can sometimes be difficult to find without first digging into places no
one wants to rifle thru.
Amanda Bettner
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Change of Plans
by Josh Meunier

Every Day It Rains Part II
The tempest crawled above, a gloomy Sunday morning,
Slowly drifting and ominous, like a red balloon.
For a girl, who in her youth, once talked to angels,
Through the storm, they seem all out of tune.
Every day she pours the water from the bucket,
And every day it fills up again.
Like a cat that’s not taken to water,
Through this marsh, she’s forced to wade.
Every day it rains.
The spirits sing their dirges, through the cracks in the pavement,
Gazing upon her soul with wily eyes.
Like Lucy in the diamond sky with broken glasses,
The enemies start to collide.
Because every day she pours the water from the bucket,
And every day it fills up again.
As the flood pools and swirls in eddies around her,
To her it becomes all the same.
Every day it rains.
A familiar voice comes to call one solemn evening,
His face is blurry, but she still knows his sound.
He says, “If I’m the Rocket Man, would you be my Tiny Dancer?”
As his hand lifts her up from the ground.
Every day she poured the water from her bucket,
And every day it would fill up again.
Now the pail lies there cold, rusty, and empty,
Because it won’t be used again.
Every day it rains.
Mike Ganten
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CCGA in July
The Storm

by Brian McLeod

Grace-full Clouds
by Colbi Tyre

by Monica Kratz
As the dark and menacing
mass rolled in, the town’s
people sigh in relief.
Relief from the dry and
unforgiving heat; knowing
that their merciful Father
had answered their pleas.
Though the clouds look
like something only the
Devil himself would dream
up, the grateful followers
embrace it. For they see the
light blasting through the
clouds and know that the
storm will only wash them
clean and bring prosperity.
This could only come from
faith and is a sign that He
truly does exist.
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Once Every Year
There’s nothing like your emotionless breeze sending chills up my arms.
Where some find loneliness, I find comfort.
I wait all year for you.
As you cause the skies to grow darker and darker
I find myself anxiously awaiting the night.
During this time many look for others to keep them warm
But I just embrace your icy touch alone.
As the leaves change from their bright yellows and reds and slowly die falling from the trees
I need not feel mourning for the colorful life lost
No, merely because I live for gray.
As other criticize, I am the one who
adores your arrival.
As others stay inside with their loved
ones,
I choose to ride alongside you till your
time is up.
And when it’s time to say goodbye,
When the sun’s warmth creeps back
into my frozen body
I will always remember the time
spent, and peacefully await your
next visit.
Jessica Whittle-Frazier

Cold, Colder, Coldest
by Tyler Coen
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Becoming
What I’ve Been Missing
Look at what I’ve been missing!
The sun shining through the leaves!
The clouds drifting above me!
The birds singing in the trees!
The wind blowing so strongly!
Look at all the people!
And their beautiful faces!
Look at all the colors!
As they fill in the spaces!
Look at all the life!
And all it embraces!
Here and now!
It’s all happening so quickly!
All this life, unfolding around me!
Everyday’s a new discovery!
Constantly flowing with new purpose
and beauty!
James Marston

Knitting me together while in my mother’s womb
God created a plan for my life that would one day bloom
Created in His image with a love that will not fade
A gay man He formed me — fearfully and wonderfully made
So tell me this, what should I do?
Should I be like others or should I become true?
Born into this world with the Master’s plan in place
Waking up each morning with a new day to embrace
God’s plan unfolding as He gently takes my hand
I sit and listen quietly to do as He commands
So tell me this, what should I do?
Should I be like others or should I become true?
God fills me with His love that I might love others more
And become a better person than I was before
Each day receiving His gift of grace
While working His plan of making the world a better place
So tell me this, what should I do?
Should I be like others or should I become true?
I can only complete God’s plan when I come just as I am
Any other way is like building a house on sinking sand
God is faithful and just to use me as He may
Each day giving thanks that I was Born Again this way
So I’ll tell you this, for this is what I must do
I cannot be like others; I can only become
True . . .
Brian Goodwin

Crazy?
by Mike Ganten
Admittedly, there was a time
when I was young that I thought I might be, perhaps even clinically so.
As I've grown older and become more travelled and cognizant of the overall human psyche,
however, it's becoming more and more apparent that the exact opposite may indeed be true.
Perhaps many of my struggles lie by the way of trying to maintain sanity and level-headedness
in a world rife with chaos, strife and uncertainty, where many seem to adopt a sense of
purposelessness or even an implausible wickedness to act as their buffer or way of coping with
their struggles in this world.
By their perspective, they, so in tune with the ever-present maelstrom, might deem me the crazy
"out of tune" one, adding on the labels of awkward or naive. They shake their heads at me, but
I shake mine right back.
Of course my tendency to overthink doesn't help my argument much, does it?
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Mirror Image
by Jennifer Borland

Ready for Fall
by Justin Gines

Teardrops of Fire
When the red maple
Casts off its leaves for winter,
Teardrops of fire fall.
Jacqueline Owens
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Sunrise’s Glory
Thank God

by Jeremy Black

To look up at the sky at the gleaming light
Makes me thank God for the gift of sight
For the golden beams are shining outward to the heavens above
Is a vision for which I have fallen in love
As the yellows turn orange and orange to violet
There is just nothing, nothing like it
The fiery orb slips away shimmering shining
Because the tiny twinkling lights are in the sky a’climbing
Chasing the glow away
To twilight to darkness that is here to stay
You can lie on your back gazing in awe at the sky
The sight is breathtaking to the naked eye
Image that could amuse, make you ponder for hours
At this beautiful creation created by Him and all of his powers
Drifting off in a deep deep sleep
’Til the morn when the light begins to creep
East comes a light emerging
A vision that is most encouraging
Reenacting what had occurred in reverse just hours before
Is a beauty with colors galore
The fiery orb has come back around
Yet shining more beams at my feet on the ground
Coming around chasing the glittering lights away
I stand up with the dew and morning sound
I thank God and look forward to yet another blessed day
Gabrielle Judy
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Raven Tresses
Raven tresses frame a face most dear;
Beauty that hesitates my heart.
Visage of my angel;
Flushed cheeks I yearn to caress.
Raven tresses whose beautiful fragrance
Shall haunt me all my days.
To bury my face in them,
	Linger in their sweet scent.
Raven tresses that curtain
	Large eyes of softest brown,
That know me more than all,
And have shined their love into mine.
Raven tresses border the mouth formed
By full lips I long to kiss.
Holds the smile that unburdens my soul
And the voice of my better angel.
Raven tresses of silk and light
	Oh, to plunge my hands into;
Feel their gentle caress upon me;
Fabric of heaven’s own creation.
Raven tresses that shine in moonlight;
	Their sheen as seraphim wings.
They cascade down upon me;
	Gossamer threads of celestial splendor.
Raven tresses that warm my skin,
Flowing across my neck and chest.
They warm my body, soul and love;
	My cares, the world, by them depart.
Raven tresses that spread across a pillow
	Ignite my fervent passion.
That inflame a great desire;
Dark, mysterious shadows of love.

Who’s the Fairest? | Pencil (12” X 9”)
by Ryan Rodriguez

Raven tresses whisper to me
A song of love’s delight,
And cause my soul to answer;
	Cry, beg to hear more.
Bennett Rainey
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Written
A rumpled green sweatshirt,
My crown and glory,
Sitting on black faded sheets,
Pale pink panties,
Bare, goose-pimpled legs,
Shivering from the cold,
But making no effort for warmth.
Thick folder on my lap,
Plastic edge slicing my legs,
I notice vaguely,
Until distracted by a bruise.
A pencil, gnawed and short,
Sharpened for the thousandth time,
Finds my words as well as any other.
The light is growing dim,
A switch arms length away,
But I make no effort to turn it on.
Instead I sit,
In the growing darkness,
Watching the shadows slide across,
Vision adjusting,
Gray lines on white paper,
Feeling the words rather than seeing.
A cat comes in,
Calico fur, thick and warm,
Jumps on the bed before me,
Blocking the last of the light,
Crumpling the paper,
But I make no effort to push her off.

You’re returning me???
by Holly Smith

Jennifer Borland

Time for Piano
Lessons
by Kaci Coleman
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SECOND PLACE

Day in a Daze

Austin/Garner Prose Contest

by Shamara Thomas
Day 41
I got up. I decided that I would go out. It has been
10 days. I have yet to see the sunlight. I spent my
whole lousy paycheck trying to find the darkest
curtains to keep the sunlight out of my room. I do
not wish to see my reflection. To see any part of me
that tells me I exist. Dark. Invisible. I assume it really
does not make a difference. No one sees me anyway.

to do my homework. Only ten minutes I tell myself.
I am going to work fast. I do not care about any
erroneously mistakes. I know I cannot write an essay
in ten minutes. I am still going to try. Hurry I tell
myself, Hurry. I at least need to write a vowel down.
This sucks. I need approval to write on this topic. I
have to contact my teacher. I have to communicate.
My throat hurts.
Day 43

Day 42
I am going to open those curtains. I need the light

Somehow, my curtain has separated. There is a little
crack of light seeping through. A very small amount
continued

Hello There!
by Rainey Gregg
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but it is enough to make me uncomfortable and
very apprehensive. This light is shining directly
on a picture of my deceased mother. Her face
is glowing. That glow was not there before.
Moreover, her eyes, they keep following me. She
keeps smiling. Why? You are not here anymore.
You left me, you did not love me, and you are
dead. I cannot cry. I will not. I cannot.
How did that curtain get open? I need to buy
another one.
Day 44
There is a knock on my door. Someone is knocking.
It is a roommate. I am sleep. I am wide-awake, but
I am sleep. She is knocking. She wants to come
in. She likes my room. The way it is decorated,
the colors, she thinks it is nice. She is nice and she
thinks I am nice. She wants to open the curtains.
There is no need for that. Go away. Just go, please.
Day 45
I have a friend.
Day 46
I cannot make friends.
Day 47
Without words.
Day 48
I need to eat lunch. I am scared. I cannot go out.
My heart is beating fast.
I am sick. I am really sick. I need to see a doctor. I
do not feel well. I need to get dressed. I need to
go out. Out where there are people who will stare
at me. People who will talk and be cordial. I do not
exist. Why would they be speaking to me? I have
to walk down the hall. It is only four steps but my
worst fear. I might fall while walking down the
hall. I might injure myself or something. Then I will
be forced to face someone. Someone will see me.
They will have to help me. They will look at me. I
will have to talk. My heart is beating fast. I cannot
breathe. My throat is closing. I am screaming in

silence. My hands are shaking. My eyes are tearing
up. My palms are sweating. I am feeling faint. The
room is spinning and I really cannot breathe.
Today I cried. All day.
Day 49
Social Phobia. I spend most of my time
communicating with paper, and walls, and an inner
psyche. And a therapist. I am not normal. I do not
even exist. What is this? My therapist says I need
to take the curtains down. I have selective
hearing.
I hear roommates talking. I have visitors. I am
panicking. The curtains will protect me. I have to
open them. “It is too dark,” the visitors say. They
are about to open them. Visiting hours are over.
They reply, “They just made it in.” I want them to
go away. They are invading my space, invading my
property, invading my life. They really need light,
but it is getting darker and darker to me. I am lost
in the darkness. I am drowning. Curtains open or
not, I am far away in a deep sleep. Unaware that
the curtains are open and my life is changing. I
panicked.
Day 50
There are balloons, stuffed animals, and many
flowers. Get well soon. My eyes are watering.
There is a lump the size of the universe caught
in my throat. Someone has seen me. A lot of
someone(s) have seen me. There are more flowers
and balloons than I can count. All from different
people. Different names and signatures with
different requests, different hopes, and different
prayers for me to get well. My eyes are hurting
from reading, from the light, the bright light.
People are looking at something. They are talking
at something. I have yet to figure out what. I
am able to go back to my room but first I stand
outside. I look at the sky; I feel the chill, the wind. I
see the sun and sunny days.
Day 51
I exist.
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Hate It When That Happens!
by Pamela Westcott

Green-Black Depth
Long have I treaded here;
Muscles scream and lungs burn.
Trying to keep my head above,
To breathe between the swells.
Too far from shore I have ventured.
Too long have I waited on a rescue,
Never coming or too late.
Weaker and weaker becomes
My feeble protestations,
As slowly yet I drop.
A new euphoria overtakes
And I briefly wonder
If final peace and rest is found,
There, in the green-black depth.
No more can I do, nothing left inside.

Exhaustion overwhelms me,
And I accept my fate.
Slipping beneath the sea
A perverse relief comes.
No longer battling constantly;
Light fading as I descend.
The first breath in: excruciating pain;
Lungs on fire; tortuous fluid unwelcome,
Life-giving no more.
Spasm of throat;
No curse or scream can escape.
One last, violent motion,
Desperation of the damned.
Now comes a formal feeling.
Sweet release from the indenture
Of this cursed, blessed life.
Bennett Rainey
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Nameless
Soul cries
But the crowd thinks that they fall blameless,
Bullets fly straight
But the shooters steady aimless,
Can you see my eustress
Through your distress of something different
Something catastrophic that can break the very
walls of your civilization
Those plastic walls you call salvation
Or are you mute, deaf, and blind all at the same
time,
Singing ol hymnals like Jesus on the mainline.
But that train has sailed
and out of anger they Dispute
Never once realizing that they are blind to the truth.
And as they stumble over themselves I can't help
but feel compassion
And as they laugh I can't help but tear up
When I think about all the tears that fell for me
How blind was I to not see you standing before me.

In the Right Place

Praying and interceding for a broken man
That was crippled from the crown of his head to the
soul of his feet
Once in their shoes but now made complete
Lord let my heart be filled your love and compassion
Let this stony heart beat!
My flesh so beaten that the skin hangs off the bone
Smiling faces laugh and mock me as I’m stoned
Crucified was my sentence, but for all this I didn't
ask
Suffered through pain so incomprehensible you'd be
a fool to sit in the seat I sit in
Through deserts I walk and constant wars I fight
and always seem to find myself in the lion’s den
But this peace keeps me whole
My sanity never left me
Strength unmatched that strongholds they never
kept me
On the cross is where they left me
Wounded and bleeding but my eyes never left you,
Crying . . .
Replying . . .
Saying, "father forgive them for they know not what
they do."
Neco D Trimmings

by Jeremy Black
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Pretty in Red | Computer-enhanced
by Samantha Barwick

Natural Love
Stand with me as the rain pours down
and through the wet grass, let us traipse
until our hair is soaked to the roots
and our clothes cling to our shapes.
Hold me as the wind blows through
and causes a chill in the air.
Rub my arms to warm me up
and promise to always be there.
Dance with me as the sky gives out
and the moisture fills our skin
so that we can become one with nature
and one with each other again.
Touch me as my face drips water
and feel the smooth lines of my face
while you tell me that you love me deeply
and that I could never be replaced.

Walk with me as the clouds spill through
and flood the land with their tears,
creating puddles of their saltiness
that will wash away our fears.
Surprise me from behind a tree
and be enchanted by my laugh
and remind me that you truly feel
you have found your better half.
Sing with me as we jump in puddles
and grin like children at play
so we can savor the moment,
enjoy it all, and truly seize the day.
Love me through all of life’s storms
no matter what they throw in our shore
and promise to want me more tomorrow
than you did the day before.
Becki Cowatch
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Parasol

On a Whim
by Rainey Gregg

Though this distance keeps us apart,
With you shall my heart
Always and safely be kept.
You have helped me collect the tears I’ve wept
Over the many long years
And have tamed my numerous fears.
Saying “I love you”
Does not compare to how true
Those words ring within my soul.
Trials are crashing rain, but you are my parasol.
Jacqueline Owens
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Reflecting Guitars | Computer-enhanced
by Jeremy Black

Art and Rock
by Shane Condit
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Per fect Harmony | Oil Pastel (24” X 35”)
by Holly Smith

This Is Jazz!
My heart is full of music
building up, and pouring out in soft jazzy riffs.
My heart thrums like the bass drum keeping an erratic beat that just won't quit.
Fingers dancing along invisible keys strike out a tune that's wild.
Strike up the band!
One! Two! Three! Four!
Swing my hips and pull the trombone slide up to my lips as I blow blow blow!
Just roll with it, get down with it, and swing with it.
This is JAZZ!
This is life, the unexpected miracle of sound and rhythm and furious noise!
Everything caught up in the sound of pure passion
Let that trombone go man!
And let that trumpet blow man!
Get wild on the piano and strum that bass like it's all you got to hold onto in the world.
This is JAZZ man!
This is the music of my heart building up and pouring out for all to hear.
Jeffrey S. Todd
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A Man’s Reach
by Justin Gines
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